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About This Content

The custom parts contained are there to help you take out special types of creatures.

There are 6 weapons and 28 parts in all. Parts include Giant Rabbit's Foot 3, Green Belt 3, Poisonous Lure 3, Hunting Gear 3,
Dehumanizer 3, and more.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Resistance Set
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
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resident evil revelations resistance set dlc. resident evil revelations resistance set

The best bit about this game is theres a space arcade game you can play on a computer in the game, the only problem is the
controls are terrible for it. As a Visual Novel, theres far better offerings for free on steam with far less annoying achievements..
If you are good at puzzle games you will like this one as well. It's kinda hard and the timer makes it extra spicy.

Prize fits the play time.

Only thing that annoyed me as well were the clunky controls. Sometime you want to tune a gear or anything just a bit and it
suddenly rotates a whole third or so.. This is a rather interesting little game. It takes the game of FreeCell and adds an RPG
element to it. Now, in most cases it appears you are liberating/conquering a continent of different nations.

If you enjoy FreeCell, this game will appeal to you. Otherwise... well, you might find it a bit boring.... it does not work , im
hopeing the devs will respound to my text to them. Poor Mans latino Max Payne.

El Matador is a third person shooter which takes place in Colombia. You play as Victor a DEA agent sent to Colombia to fight
the crime on drugs.

The story is as plain and by the numbers as it seems. It hits all cop movie cliches and twists them in it's favor and it actually
makes El Matador into a very charming game.

As stated in the title the game is a massive Max Payne rip off. The gameplay is a very clear rip off of Max Payne. Everything
from Bullet time jumping and dodging bullets comes back in this game, so if you played Max Payne you know what you can
expect out of this game.

El Matador is also full of bugs and glitches throughout. The game is rather old (10 years old if you're wondering) and it really
shows it age. The textures pop in frequently, the character models look dead and the lip syncing is absolutely hilarious at some
moments. The voice acting is also really really bad which adds to the charm.

The shooting is rather stiff and cover proves rather useless so what you mostly want to do is keep running and jumping so you
can avoid gunfire.

The game is also rather short. There's only 6 chapters in the game and it takes 2 hours to finish all of it. After the first initial
playthrough there is no replay value. For this game however being short actually helped it out a lot as the game is rather clumsy
and the longer it went on the more flaws appeared.

The game is also kind of difficult. In a lot of the stages you fight in very open areas and you actually don't understand where
some of the gunfire is coming from.

The game also has one of the worst endings I have ever seen, so don't get your hopes up for an amazing explosion filled finale.

In the end do I recommend El Matador ? Weirdly enough yes. It's cheap and provides you a solid 2 hours of blasting Colombian
cartels in the face.

Final Rating:
7\/10

Pros:
+ Pretty Fun
+ Hilarious Cop cliches do wonders for the story

Cons:
- Graphics are horrendous and so is the voice acting
- Rather stiff gunplay mechanics
- Terrible Ending. For now, the game just won't launch. I tried copying the Config.ini from GT legends but it just wont start. I
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tried compatibility mode, run as administrator. Running the shortcut, the .exe... it is just a pain. It just won't let me run the video
setup and says I don't have enough memory....

PS: I am using windows 8.1. Huh? You mean there are other songs than Hero from the past?. Killing things has never looked so
adorable.
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Cute and fun, love the internet witch/cyberpink aesthetic. I want to say it's got sort of match-three and minesweeper and
battleship mechanics, but it's not really any of those. Although it's gradually increasing the complexity of the puzzles, so far
(about an hour in) it still feels very relaxing and calming, as it's all turn-based so you can take as long as you need.

Also, it is entirely mouse-based, so there is no official controller support, but it is perfect for a touch screen, steam controller, or
any other controller mapped to the mouse (ie with joy2key or controller companion). Wow, unless you're a complete glutton for
punishment; stay AWAY from this game! The computer almost always hits and kills you every time it shoots and you maybe
(on a good day) have a 1/3 chance of wounding them. Example: I have a Sherman tank going through the bocage. There is a
panzershrek unit literally next to me; I fire my main cannon and a .30 cal and the .50cal machineguns..........miss with
everything. The panzershrek fires once and obliterates my tank in one hit. The computer forces start in prime firing positions;
forcing you to rely on pure luck to survive the initial barrage of rockets, rifles and MG fire. Guess what? You won't survive.

Instead of buying and playing this game; I recommend using a hammer on your genitals, it's much more enjoyable and you'll hit
what you aim at!. Unless you see an update since the June of 2017 I would not recommend this game. Has some potential if
work continues.. The graphics are appealing, but no wasteland exploration game yet. As far as I can tell, you can only duel..
I\u2019ve played plenty of this particular entry offline and I must say that it is without a doubt the best game in the franchise.
My entryway to the franchise was the 3rd one, just like most of the people I know, but my older brother made it his business to
introduce me to the original CRPG\u2019s that 3 had based its setting off of. I didn\u2019t really enjoy Fallout 3, and I still
don\u2019t, but there\u2019s something so pure and fun about the first two entries in the franchise that make them both a joy
to play. All vague\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 just play em. My only real issues are that the main campaign has a
slightly weaker story than the first game, the opening section is bad and it\u2019s super easy to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up
your build and be forced to restart if you don\u2019t know what to do, and this game is broken
as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all the time. I encountered a glitch where I lost all my companions after having slept
with someone, and had to sleep with that person again to get the to respawn. Also, my game like to do this weird thing where the
cursor will start glitching and moving towards the bottom of the screen, and I can no longer move or do anything but save.
I\u2019d definitely recommend looking into glitches like these and making an attempt to fix the problem, otherwise, I\u2019d
give it a yes out of maybe <3
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